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Novel Modelling of the Operation of the 
Financial Intermediary System – Agent-based 
Macro Models*

Bence Mérő

The study describes three agent-based macro models – expanded with the banking 
sector – that may later, following adequate further development, serve as bases 
for regulatory decisions. By presenting and explaining these models, the author 
attempts to make the readers understand the nature, essence and framework of 
agent-based modelling, also highlighting the difficulties that arise during modelling.
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1. Introduction

As a result of the financial crisis, the need increased to develop models that allow 
for the examination of the role of lending in terms of real economy feedbacks 
and with which it is possible to model the operation of the financial intermediary 
system taking account of various regulatory requirements, with particular regard 
to macroprudential regulation, which serves financial stability.

In the light of experiences, more and more mainstream models include financial 
frictions (e.g. Gertler and Kiyotaki 2010, Gertler and Karádi 2011, Christiano et al. 
2010, 2014, Cúrdia and Woodford 2016, Lindé et al. 2016). The vast majority of 
dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) models model banks as financial 
intermediaries, which disburse savings as loans. However, in the actual functioning 
of the economy, the banking sector creates the deposits in parallel with the 
disbursement of loans (McLeay et al. 2014). This approach is introduced into the 
DSGE models by Benes et al. (2014) as well as Jakab and Kumhof (2015). The latter 
also generates credit cycles, which are important in terms of macroprudential policy, 
although this requires several consecutive, independent exogenous shocks that are 
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not foreseen by the actors at all, i.e. even when the individual shocks occur, they 
do not expect another one for the coming period.

The nature of lending and in particular the ensuing systemic risks are based on 
households’ and corporations’ considerable heterogeneity. While in previous 
DSGE models in many cases lending was constituted by the interaction of only 
two types of households, a patient one and an impatient one, for the modelling 
of lending risks it is necessary to increase the heterogeneity of the actors. The 
HANK (Heterogeneous Agent New Keynesian) models expand heterogeneity further, 
introducing a continuum of households (e.g. Kaplan et al. 2018).

It is partly the actors’ bounded rationality that may result in the evolution of 
imbalances, which are determinants in terms of the riskiness of the banking sector 
as well. Bounded rationality changes the expectations in the mainstream macro 
models. De Grauwe’s (2012) model, which rests on new Keynesian foundations, 
contains a behavioural economics approach as well, and by the inclusion of simple 
heuristics it is able to generate cycles in output in an endogenous manner. In the 
model of Békési et al. (2016), households’ expectations concerning real income and 
the real interest rate are not model consistent, but they assume that they reach 
their steady state values in a specific quarter.

DSGE models are also able to model regulatory issues concerning the banking 
sector: Chadha and Corrado (2012) examine the liquidity aspects of macroprudential 
policy in their mainstream model, while Alpanda et al. (2018) developed a DSGE 
model in which monetary and macroprudential policies are analysed together.

The aforementioned examples suggest that by using various techniques it is possible 
to make DSGE models much more realistic, and researchers are working to create 
models in which both monetary and macroprudential policies can be analysed. 
Nevertheless, despite the significant achievements in individual areas, many leading 
economists are of the opinion that it is necessary to model the macroeconomy using 
other approaches as well (cf. Farmer and Foley 2009, Krugman 2011, Stiglitz 2011, 
Romer 2016). In parallel with this, so-called agent-based modelling has appeared 
as another approach in macroeconomics (cf. Tesfatsion and Judd 2006). Instead of 
solving the systems of equations of mainstream models, agent-based macro models 
consist of the simulation of the behaviour of economic agents: in their behaviour 
(e.g. in their consumption or production decisions), agents follow relatively simple 
rules of thumb one after the other.

Agent-based models model the economy setting out from heterogeneous actors. 
Of the different types of actors (such as households and companies), there may be 
several agents in the economy, and each agent has its own parameters and current 
state of its variables. The individual agents have bounded rationality, and they make 
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their economic decisions on the basis of simple rules rather than by optimisation 
(and knowing the whole system). The aggregate variables evolve as a result of these 
decisions (bottom-up approach).

Upon determining the behavioural rules of individual actors, various behavioural 
economics results can be used, and accordingly, the economy can be modelled along 
increasingly realistic assumptions. Moreover, these assumptions are not limited 
by mathematical constraints: almost any rule can be introduced, and there is no 
need to keep the model manageable analytically or with the help of the current 
solving algorithms.

In view of the properties of agent-based modelling, at the level of assumptions 
everything is in place for an adequate treatment of the banking sector, correlation 
between lending and the real economy, lending risks stemming from the 
heterogeneity, the various micro- and macroprudential rules, etc. Agent-based 
models are bound by fewer constraints than mainstream models, and therefore 
they are able to provide a better mapping of reality. Accordingly, they allow for 
more reliable examination of the various monetary and macroprudential measures. 
Nevertheless, it would be too early to state that agent-based macro models will ever 
offer a better alternative, as they still need to develop significantly, and for the time 
being this direction of development also has to overcome many obstacles. In any 
case, it is worth reviewing what agent-based macro models are mentioned in the 
literature, as their further developed versions may (also) later be used to prepare 
various forecasts or to create regulations for the banking sector. Comprehensive 
descriptions of agent-based macro modelling are provided, for example, by Haldane 
and Turrell (2018), as well as Dawid and Delli Gatti (2018). Fagiolo and Roventini 
(2017) as well as Dilaver et al. (2018) compare agent-based macro models with 
mainstream models. The objective of this study is to exhibit during operation – by 
presenting three specific agent-based macro models – the possibilities inherent in 
this approach, with special regard to the functioning of the banking sector, because 
following further developments these types of models may also later serve as bases 
for regulatory decisions.

The next chapter provides a brief overview of the most important features of 
agent-based macro modelling, and the scope of agent-based macro models to be 
presented is also determined therein. In the subsequent chapters, the characteristics 
of the selected models are described. In light of own experiences obtained in the 
development of agent-based macro models, we comment on the models presented 
and on agent-based macro models in general, with a closing summary at the end.
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2. About agent-based macro modelling in general

According to Pyka and Fagiolo (2007), the construction of agent-based macro 
models is typically based on the following features:

1.  Bottom-up approach: the model is based on economic agents’ individual (micro 
level) decisions; macro level dynamics are the result of these decisions.

2.  Heterogeneity: agents of the same type (e.g. companies or households) may 
be different from one another in various respects, which can be some simple 
variables (e.g. wealth or income) or even behavioural rules. Accordingly, the 
heterogeneous actors of the real economy are not substituted by a representative 
consumer (or company), but the individual actors make decisions separately, 
taking account of their peculiarities.

3.  Bounded rationality: even if we disregard chance, the individual actors are not 
perfectly aware of the functioning of the economy, and thus their expectations 
are not necessarily model consistent. The decisions of individual actors are 
influenced by their expectations, but they can be formulated on the basis of 
very different rules. Learning may also be introduced into the models, e.g. the 
actors may change their expectation rules on the basis of experience. However, 
most often the agents apply some kind of adaptive expectation rule.

4.  Direct (endogenous) interactions: agents’ decisions may depend on the decisions 
of other agents (e.g. on neighbouring agents’ decisions in the case of a spatial 
model), also including what other agents the individual agents establish contact 
with. Agents’ relationship structure may also change over time.

5.  Selection-based market mechanisms: in many cases agents may choose on 
the basis of market mechanisms who they establish contact with (e.g. what 
company a consumer purchases from), which may result in the closing-down of 
less profitable companies and the emergence of new firms.

The following characteristics follow from the above listed conditions:

6.  Path-dependent dynamics: it follows from the adaptive expectations that the 
economy evolves in a path-dependent manner.

7.  An evolving complex system approach: the actors of the model live in a complex 
system, which may change as time goes by.

8.  Endogenous and persistent innovation: structural changes may evolve in an 
endogenous manner during the agents’ decisions.
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Agent-based macro models consist of successive discrete periods, which are usually 
quarters or months. While in new Keynesian models everything is determined in 
a simultaneous manner in the individual periods, in agent-based models the events 
follow one another in a pre-determined order in every period, and previous events 
may affect later decisions. Accordingly, an agent-based model is a sequence of 
events. The logic of the model does not exclude the parallel occurrence of some 
events (for example, companies may make decisions in parallel with one another 
concerning the quantities to be produced).

Agent-based modelling is practically a computer simulation where the successive 
algorithms are programmed rather than deducing the equations of the model. 
Typically, an object-oriented programming language is used, as it is easy to match 
the agents to the objects. Each agent (object) has its own parameters and variables, 
which may change depending upon the developments in the model. And each agent 
has its own methods (which often depend on parameters or other variables), for 
example how a company decides on production in a given period or how a consumer 
decides on its consumption in a given period.

It is possible to create a wide range of modelling structures in agent-based macro 
models, but for the time being there are not many established rules as opposed to 
DSGE models. However, there is an unwritten rule in connection with the banking 
sector: agent-based macro models model the banking sector in a way that banks 
create deposits in parallel with the extension of loans, as it is in reality. It would 
be easy to incorporate the approach that banks lend on the savings, but as agent-
based models would like to use assumptions that are as close to reality as possible, 
they immediately implement the real operating mechanism of the banking sector.

DSGE models are fully consistent models, which also relates to the accumulation 
of wealth, including the accumulation of capital and financial assets as well: it is 
clear from what resources the capital is created, and together with financial wealth, 
financial liability of the same degree also emerges immediately. The equations of the 
model automatically provide for the above. As agent-based modelling is not about 
solving equations, attention must be paid upon launching the model (when giving 
the initial values) that the pecuniary variables of the individual agents should be in 
harmony with one another at the macro level as well: an actor can have financial 
savings only if another one has debt, including banks’ balance sheets as well. It 
also needs to be considered that the wealth of households, corporations and other 
actors should be in conformity with the real assets of the economy. And it must be 
taken into account not only when giving the initial values, but also upon updating 
the variables of each actor as well as during the various decisions and transactions. 
The models built up this way are called stock-flow consistent models. While DSGE 
models are inevitably stock-flow consistent as a result of budget constraints and 
equilibrium equations, special attention must be paid to this aspect in the case of 
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agent-based models. Consistent modelling of financial assets and other components 
of wealth is greatly facilitated by the application of the balance sheet matrix and 
the transaction flow matrix. These matrices contain values aggregated by type 
of actor, and demonstrate in a transparent manner what other actors’ debt the 
individual actors’ wealth is coupled with in the given state of the model (balance 
sheet matrix), and how the components of wealth change during a given period 
(transaction flow matrix). In parallel with that, it is worth preparing the individual 
balance sheets of each type of actor as well.

Stock-flow consistent models are based on Copeland’s (1949) quadruple entry 
principle: double-entry accounting is applied in the case of both participants of 
a transaction. Godley and Lavoie (2007) developed it further, and discuss the origin 
and flow of credit, money, income and wealth in a fully consistent framework within 
a Keynesian economy. Although their model is not agent-based, almost all of the 
models presented are based on their stock-flow consistent approach. This approach 
comprises endogenous money, which (in parallel with the monetary base) is created 
by lending, and banks create deposits by lending, and do not lend on the deposits 
collected before.

There are many types of agent-based macro models, but in recent years three 
approaches have started to emerge, which serve as a starting point for other 
research as well. One of the basic models was developed by Delli Gatti et al. (2011); 
their paper provides an intelligible and at the same time thorough introduction to 
the agent-based paradigm. The model is based on relatively simple rules, which 
provide a good illustration of the market adjustment mechanisms as well. The 
EURACE model (Deissenberg et al. 2008 and further developments), on the other 
hand, attempts to involve many segments of reality at the same time, but as a result, 
tracking the mechanisms is more difficult. Dosi et al. (2015) present a model which 
is sufficiently complex for examining fiscal and monetary policy issues as well, but 
the mechanisms still remain more or less transparent. The chapters below present 
an enhanced version of each model, which better focus on the banking sector.

In reviewing the models we present their basic assumptions, and in connection 
with their explanatory power we briefly mention what empirical observations they 
can reflect. However, we do not discuss the subjects of calibration and validation 
(for that see e.g. Grazzini and Richiardi 2015, Grazzini et al. 2017, and Lamperti et 
al. 2018).

The review of the selected models facilitates the understanding of agent-based 
macro models and the presentation of the divergent assumptions used by the 
researchers of this school to create models. It is worth mentioning, however, that 
other models also exist, which are more or less similar to one another and to the 
models to be presented, and maybe one of these other models will become the 
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prevailing one in the future. Caiani et al. (2016), for example, describe a stock-
flow consistent model that they expressly intend to use as a benchmark for future 
models, and they also present a method that can be applied for determining the 
initial values.

Chiarella and Di Guilmi (2011) examine the transmission of the fragility of the 
financial sector to the real sector in the case of financial crises, then they also look 
at how various fiscal policy and regulatory steps may affect the outcome of the 
shocks (Chiarella – Di Guilmi 2012). Salle et al. (2013) in their agent-based model 
attempt to remain as close to the new Keynesian traditions as possible, while the 
actors’ expectations are determined by simple rules, which also change through 
learning. Salle (2015) expands it further with information provided by the central 
bank.

Delli Gatti et al. (2010) model the financial accelerator, where lending networks 
evolve between the individual companies and banks. Riccetti et al. (2013) completed 
this model with multi-period loans, while Riccetti et al. (2016) introduced companies’ 
market capitalisation, and also carried out monetary policy examinations.

In spite of its relatively simple assumptions, the model of Popoyan et al. (2017) is 
already able to examine the interaction of monetary and macroprudential policies, 
and in respect of the banking sector the significance of research of this kind is 
increasing. Their model is based on an earlier version of the model of Ashraf et al. 
(2017).

Krug (2018) also examines the interaction of monetary policy and macroprudential 
policy, and the corporate sector is based on Stolzenburg’s (2015) agent-based, 
Solow-type growth model.

3. Macroeconomics from the bottom-up

Delli Gatti et al. (2011) wrote a book on their agent-based model entitled 
Macroeconomics from the Bottom-up. The bottom-up approach is true for all agent-
based models. The objective of the book is to provide an introduction to agent-
based modelling, also presenting a prototype model, a simpler version of which 
can already be found in the work of Delli Gatti et al. (2008). The model already 
includes a simple lending banking sector as well. Below is a presentation of its 
version further developed by Assenza et al. (2015), where the banking sector also 
receives more emphasis.

There are three types of actors in the model: households, firms and banks. 
Households either make a living from wage income (workers) or from dividend 
income as owners of firms (capitalists). Each capitalist owns one firm. Distinction is 
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made between consumption-good firms (C firms) and capital-good firms (K firms). 
C firms produce the homogeneous consumption good with the help of labour and 
capital, whereas K firms produce capital goods using labour. Technology is linear in 
both sectors of production: labour productivity is constant in both sectors, while 
capital and labour are perfect complements in the consumption-good sector.

Firms and households may also accumulate financial wealth in the form of deposits, 
and firms may borrow in order to finance production costs or investment if they 
do not have sufficient financial wealth, i.e. deposits, to cover their expenses 
during a given period. There is no cash in the model; all financial transactions are 
carried out through the banking sector. For the time being, the model disregards 
competition among banks and the liquidity issues of the banking sector. Therefore, 
as a simplification, in addition to the central bank there is only one commercial 
bank, but it allows for an adequate examination of the role of lending in cycles. 
Capitalists have equal shares in the bank.

In total, there are 4 markets in the model: consumption goods market, capital goods 
market, labour market and credit market. Firms produce the same product in the 
consumption goods market, but sell it at different prices. Labour is homogeneous, 
and each firm pays the same amount of wage in all periods. Companies receive 
loans in the credit market with an interest rate determined on the basis of their 
riskiness, which also affects the amount that can be borrowed.

During a given period, the sequence of events is the following:

1.  Depending on the planned output, companies advertise new vacancies in the 
labour market if they need more labour than in the previous period. Otherwise, 
they randomly dismiss as many employees as justified by the lower production.

2.  The labour market opens: the unemployed randomly contact a determined 
number of firms, and they are employed by the first firm where there is still 
a vacancy (new employees stay with the given firm until it dismisses them).

3.  Based on previous periods’ data, the bank estimates a logistic regression for the 
probability of default of the companies that apply for loans.

4.  If a company needs further funds in addition to its deposits for the payment of 
wages or for its investment costs, it applies for a bank loan. The bank decides on 
the interest rate on the newly disbursed loan and on the size of the loan that can 
be granted depending on the riskiness of the company in question.

5.  If a company did not receive a large enough loan, it randomly dismisses 
a sufficient number of its employees to be able to pay the wages of the remaining 
ones. Production takes place in both sectors, and companies pay their employees’ 
wages. A given percentage of the capital used for production depreciates.
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6.  The capital goods market opens: C firms randomly contact a specified number 
of K firms, and purchase from them until they reach the size of their planned 
investment (or until the individual K firms run out of their inventories or the 
C firms run out of money). Capital goods are durable, so unsold capital goods 
remain in stock (and will be on sale again in the next period).

7.  Households decide on their consumption expenditure in the given period.

8.  The consumption goods market opens: each household can see the prices of 
a specified number of firms, and always purchases from the cheapest firm until 
running out of its money earmarked for consumption (and still there is product 
for sale at the firms that it contacted randomly). Unsold products are scrapped.

9.  The firms pay interest and repay the adequate part of their loans. In the case of 
positive profit, they pay dividends to their owner.

10.  In the case of positive profit, the bank disburses dividends to the capitalists.

11.  The C firms put into operation the newly purchased capital goods.

12.  To replace firms that went bankrupt, their owners set up new ones from their 
own savings.

13.  The C and K firms decide on the magnitude of production and the price of their 
product planned for the next period, and C firms also decide on the size of the 
planned investment.

In deciding on production and pricing in a given period, consumption-good firms 
take into account how the price of their product in the last period compared to 
the average price and whether there was excess demand for or oversupply of their 
product. In a given period, a firm changes either the magnitude of the planned 
production or the pricing. For example, if a firm in the last period sold at a price 
that was higher than the average, and still there was excess demand for its product, 
in the next period it plans to increase its output in proportion to the size of the 
excess demand, whereas if there was excess demand for its products while selling 
at a lower price than the average, the firm plans to raise the price and not its 
production. K firms also decide on production and pricing based on a similar logic.

When deciding on investment, firms take into account how much capital on average 
they had to use for production during the previous periods (with exponential 
weighting). The model comprises a long-term rate of capital utilisation, and firms 
invest as much as necessary to be able to produce with a capital utilisation that 
complies with this rate. The rate of capital utilisation is less than one, as a result of 
which firms can expand their production in the short run if needed.
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A household’s income in a given period consists of earned income or – in the case of 
capitalists – of dividends received from their firm (and the bank). When households 
decide on their consumption expenditure, they estimate their permanent income 
as the exponentially weighted average of the previous periods’ incomes. Their 
consumption expenditure equals their permanent income and a certain proportion 
of their financial savings.

Households and companies keep all of their financial assets on an account held 
with the commercial bank. The bank does not pay any interest on the deposits, 
but by creating deposits it may extend loans, for which the bank charges a specific 
interest. In the case of the C and K firms, based on previous observations, the bank 
estimates a logistic regression for the probability of default using the individual 
firms’ leverage. The resulting logistic regression systematically underestimates the 
probability of default in the case of firms that are about to go bankrupt (where 
the leverage ratio is too high). Firms may borrow every year, and they repay these 
loans separately, at the interest rate specified upon borrowing. In the case of all 
loans, a decreasing proportion of the original amount is repaid in the individual 
periods. When the bank determines the interest rate upon extending the loan, it 
takes into account the interest incomes expected during repayment as well as the 
expected principal loss with the help of the aforementioned logistic regression. The 
capital requirement is not applicable to the bank, but its credit supply is limited by 
an internal rule: in a given period the maximum amount of new loan disbursed to 
a company is such that the expected principal loss estimated on the basis of the 
logistic regression (probability of default × extended new loan) must not exceed 
a pre-determined proportion of the bank’s equity. Accordingly, growth in the bank’s 
capital stock increases the maximum size of loan that can be extended to a single 
firm, whereas in the case of a decline in the bank’s equity an increasing number of 
firms may be bound by the credit constraint.

The model is stock-flow consistent; the relations between the individual actors’ 
balance sheets are shown in Table 1. The balance sheet matrix reveals that the 
individual actors’ financial wealth is coupled with the debt of other actors in the 
model. Therefore, the initial balance sheet data included in the individual agents’ 
balance sheets also have to be given in a way that they should be in conformity 
with one another at the aggregate level. Following that, by applying quadruple 
entry accounting it can be ensured that the balance sheet relations are met at the 
aggregate level as well.
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Table 1
Balance sheet matrix summarising the balance sheet items of the different types of 
agents

Balance sheet 
item

Households C firms K firms Bank Central 
bank

Total

Capital K K

Inventories ΔC ΔK Δ

Deposits DH DC DK –D 0

Reserves RB –RB 0

Loans –LC –LK L 0

Government 
bonds B B

Equity –EH –EC –EK –EB –(K + Δ + B)

Note: Negative values constitute the liabilities side of the individual actors’ balance sheets, whereas the 
positive values represent the assets side. K=physical capital at book value, Δ=inventories, D=deposit, 
R=reserves, L=loan, B=government bond, E=equity (financial wealth in the case of households)
Source: Assenza et al. (2015)

In the model, slight oscillations appear erratically around the long-term GDP, 
interrupted sometimes by significant downturns, with slow recovery. Comparing the 
GDP, investment, consumption and unemployment time series of the United States 
with the relevant time series of the model, we receive similar standard deviations 
and autocorrelations for the HP-filtered cyclical terms of the individual variables 
(there is only a major difference in the standard deviation of investment, which is 
double the empirical value in the model). The correlations with GDP of the lags of 
the individual variables also show developments similar to empirical observations.

Based on the model, by examining the flow of liquidity between sectors it is easy 
to understand the outbreak of major crises: prior to the outbreak of the crisis, C 
firms have 30 per cent of the liquidity that is in the system, whereas during the big 
crisis it declines to 5 per cent, while liquidity at K firms increases from 20 per cent 
to 60 per cent. During the upturn, C firms invest more and more, and the demand 
for capital goods increases, so their price also starts to rise. In parallel with this, 
the liquidity of C firms declines with the increase in their investment expenditures. 
Moreover, they have to take out more and more loans for that. With increasing the 
indebtedness of C firms, risks build up in the sector, the bank lends at increasingly 
high interest rates, and in addition, due to the vulnerability, for more and more firms 
it limits the size of the loans granted. This results in a fall in aggregate demand, 
which increases firm leverage and the probability of default through the decline 
in profits, thus further reducing bank lending. This mechanism exacerbates the 
recession. Finally, outstanding debt starts to decline in the consumption sector 
during the crisis, then the share of C firms in liquidity begins to rise, and bank 
lending also starts to increase as a result of the sounder structure.
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4. Real estate price bubbles and business cycles

Supported by the European Union, the development of the EURACE model started 
in 2006 with the original aim of creating an agent-based model with a high number 
of agents, depicting the whole European Union. Due to its complexity and the 
required high computational capacity, programming for implementation of the 
model is being done in an environment developed especially for this purpose, 
called FLAME (Flexible Large-scale Agent Modelling Environment). Deissenberg et 
al. (2008) present the planned building stones of the model. The final model would 
comprise all the Member States, with the corporations, households, shops and 
other agents distributed in space. In addition, the EU is planned to be examined as 
an open economy, and energy would also be taken into account among the inputs. 
Agents’ decisions may even cover daily activities. The final model is not ready yet, 
but various articles present some of the model versions of EURACE (e.g. Cincotti et 
al. 2012, Raberto et al. 2012, Holcombe et al. 2013).

This chapter presents the model called ICEACE (Erlingsson et al. 2014), which 
contains many simplifications compared to the EURACE model, but expands it to 
include the housing market and the construction sector. In the model, the effect 
of mortgage lending on real estate prices is examined, and changes in real estate 
prices have a direct impact on consumption and construction activity. Accordingly, 
on the whole, the correlation between mortgage lending and the real economy 
is examined in the model, while financial stability questions related to mortgage 
lending are also analysed.

Actors in the model are producers (consumption-good firms, construction firms), 
commercial banks and households as well as an equity fund, a central bank and 
a government. Both firms and households may borrow.

Both consumption-good firms and construction firms use labour for their 
production, based on linear technology. All companies have physical capital as 
well, the level of which is constant. In the case of consumption-good firms, it does 
not affect production, but the value of physical capital has an impact on the size of 
equity. In the case of construction firms, the size of physical capital functions as an 
upper limit for production. Firms may become indebted, but they do not borrow 
directly for production. They borrow to be able to pay dividends when liquidity is 
insufficient and also to be able to pay their interest expenditures. Regarding the 
loans, they do not repay them; they always only pay the interest on the principal.

Consumption-good firms price on the basis of unit cost, but the unit cost includes 
interest expenditures as well. Each consumption-good firm adds the same markup 
to its own unit cost. Every month, firms try to produce as much as necessary to be 
able to meet the expected demand taking into account their inventories remaining 
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from the previous period. Expected demand corresponds to the sales in the previous 
period, but if there are no remaining inventories, expected demand is increased to 
a specific degree. In order to avoid unnecessary oscillations, planned production is 
also adjusted with the help of a relatively simple formula.

In the housing market, homogeneous housing units are exchanged, purchased by 
households. The sellers are households and construction firms. Construction firms 
decide on new production every month, but completing one unit takes 12 months. 
The production rule is very simple: in the case of rising housing prices the individual 
firms randomly increase their respective production level, which is a random integer 
between their current production and the maximum production level determined 
by their physical capital, and in the case of declining housing prices it is a random 
integer between 1 and their current production level. Accordingly, when housing 
prices grow, individual production and aggregate production also increase, and 
when housing prices decrease, production also declines. Construction firms place 
the newly completed units as well as previously completed but not yet sold units 
on the market. Households will be sellers with determined probability in a given 
month (normal sellers), and they will be buyers as well with the same probability. 
In addition, households also have to take a unit to the market (they have to try to 
liquidate it) if they become too risky debtors, which is the case when their quarterly 
credit cost exceeds a certain percentage of their previous quarter’s income. Seller 
households also take one unit to the market each, and each buyer also purchases 
one unit in a given month. Construction firms and the randomly selected seller 
households take their units to the market with a markup originating from even 
distribution, and in the market they add the markup to the average price of the 
previous period’s transactions. The households forced to liquidate choose a price 
below the average price of the previous period’s transactions from even distribution. 
The households selected for purchasing come one after the other in a random order, 
and they always buy the cheapest unit that is still for sale. If the given buyer does 
not have sufficient liquidity, he applies for a mortgage loan from a bank chosen by 
him. He receives the loan if the sum of the instalments of his outstanding loans and 
of the new loan does not exceed a pre-determined part of his quarterly income. 
The mortgage loans are variable-rate ones, but with fixed maturity.

Households decide on their consumption expenditure on the basis of the buffer-
stock theory every month (Carroll 2001, Deaton 1992), for which they take their 
quarterly net income reduced by the instalments as a basis. However, consumption 
calculated on the basis of the buffer-stock theory is adjusted for the wealth effect 
stemming from the changes in real estate prices, i.e. they will consume more if real 
estate prices rise, and less when real estate prices decline.

Banks can only lend if their equity exceeds a part of the loans they extended, 
i.e. there is a capital requirement in the model. If the capital of the individual 
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borrowing companies is relatively too low or if certain households’ repayment 
burden is relatively too high, banks write off an adequate portion of the loans 
concerned, which reduces their equity and thus their credit supply as well.

Every month, the central bank decides on the base rate using a Taylor rule. The 
government collects taxes, and provides unemployment benefit and general 
transfers to households. It may change their amounts from time to time, but strives 
to achieve a break-even balance.

Firms and banks pay dividend to the equity fund, and the equity fund distributes it 
among households and may provide funding from it to firms that have not received 
loans from commercial banks but can still be considered well capitalised.

Certain events in the model take place with quarterly frequency, others with 
monthly or weekly frequency. The events of a quarter can be divided into two: 
monthly-frequency events take place first, followed by the steps closing the quarter. 
Accordingly, the sequence of events is as follows:

Monthly-frequency events (three times in succession within one quarter):

a.  Firms (including construction companies) decide on the level of production 
planned for the given month and on the prices, and determine the amount of 
labour required for the planned production.

b.  The events listed below follow one another in the labour market:

i.  The firms that want to increase their labour utilisation raise the wage offered 
by them by a certain percentage. They offer jobs for the vacancies.

ii.  The firms that want to reduce their use of labour dismiss an adequate 
number of employees (who become temporarily unemployed).

iii.  Every employee may leave their workplace with specified probability, looking 
for higher salary. Firms offer new jobs for the resulting vacancies. These 
employees accept the best paid jobs one by one (until there is a vacancy 
offered).

iv.  Unemployed households accept the best paid jobs one by one (until there 
is a vacancy offered).
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c.  The events listed below follow one another in the housing market:

i.  Construction firms place their completed units on the market, and the 
households selected randomly to be sellers as well as the households obliged 
to fire sale place one unit each on the market at an adequate price.

ii.  One after the other, the randomly selected buyers purchase the cheapest 
available unit, provided that they have sufficient liquidity or they are able 
to take out a mortgage loan. If the seller had a mortgage loan, he reduces 
his principal debt from the income.

d.  Households determine their monthly consumption expenditure.

e.  Consumption-good firms determine the prices of their products.

f.  Households consume every week (four times in a row): arranging them in 
random order every week, one after the other they try to spend the relevant 
portion of their monthly consumption expenditure at a randomly selected 
company (provided that the given company has enough products). The lower 
the price of a company’s product, the higher the probability that households 
will choose the given company. Unsold products remain in stock.

g.  Employed households receive wages from their respective employer 
companies, and pay income tax to the state, whereas the unemployed receive 
unemployment benefit from the state. Each household receives the same 
amount of general transfer from the state.

h.  Production takes place using the employed labour: the produced consumer 
goods are stockpiled, and the housing units whose construction started reach 
a state one month ahead (if adequate labour is used). The completed products 
and units become part of the inventories.

i.  The central bank changes the base rate.

End-of-quarter events:

a.  Households pay instalments to banks. The adequate part of the loans of 
households with too high instalments is written off. Banks change the mortgage 
interest rates depending on the base rate.

b.  Firms apply for loans if they do not have sufficient liquidity for dividend and 
interest payments.

c.  If a firm has not received a sufficient amount of loan, it reduces the intended 
dividend disbursement, and applies for capital to the equity fund.
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d.  If a firm was also unable to receive funds from the equity fund, it goes through 
an illiquidity procedure, during which a part of its debt is written off. In the 
case of firms with negative equity the entire debt is written off, and new firms 
enter the market instead of them.

e.  The firms pay interest to the banks, and the companies and banks pay dividend 
to the equity fund.

f.  The equity fund pays dividend to the households, and the households pay taxes 
on the dividend income.

g.  The government changes the rates of taxes and degree of transfers.

In the model, households may only receive a mortgage loan if the sum of the 
instalments including the new loan does not exceed a certain (β) part of their 
income. Accordingly, higher β means riskier, while lower β represents more cautious 
bank lending. The model was run with several β values, and the higher ones resulted 
in higher house prices and more volatile GDP. In the case of a sufficiently high β, 
the model generated business and housing price cycles as well in an endogenous 
manner, whereas the higher β resulted in higher fluctuations. This is attributable 
to the feedback of mortgage lending to the housing market and the real economy. 
In the case of a higher β, an increasing number of households can purchase more 
and more housing units in the housing market, initially pushing up the housing 
prices in every period. The rise in housing prices affects the real economy in two 
ways: firstly, as a result of the price increases, construction firms build more, 
and boost their labour demand and the wages paid, which adds to households’ 
consumption. Secondly, the rise in housing prices also encourages households to 
consume more through the wealth effect. As a result of the increased consumption, 
not only construction firms but consumption-good firms also raise their production. 
The looser the credit constraints, the faster the GDP growth is initially. However, 
during the upswing, in parallel with the rise in housing prices, households become 
increasingly indebted as a result of purchasing increasingly expensive housing 
units. During the upswing, the central bank also raises the base rate, resulting in 
further growth in households’ instalment burdens. As households consume on 
the basis of their net quarterly income reduced by the instalment, after some time 
the economic growth and the wealth effect become unable to offset the negative 
impact of the increase in instalments on consumption. Moreover, in the case of 
certain households the instalment may become so high with the increase in the 
base rate that they may be forced to liquidate a housing unit, or they may even 
become non-performing, especially if they become unemployed. As a result of fire 
sales, housing prices start to fall, which deepens the recession through the decline 
in construction activity and the wealth effect. The first recession mainly results in 
households’ becoming non-performing, which is less typical of companies, although 
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their capital declines. During the second cycle, the weakened firms amplify the 
cycle: following the first recession, with the normalisation of housing prices and 
a decline in households’ indebtedness, a new growth period may start, but the 
firms begin the second cycle with lower capital in the model. When the economy 
turns into recession again, in addition to households, firms also become increasingly 
non-performing, which further erodes the lending capacity of commercial banks 
through a major fall in the equity of the banking sector, and deepens the recession 
even further.

The model highlights the feedbacks between mortgage lending and the real 
economy well, but at the same time the modelling of the housing market disregards 
many frictions, assuming that households increase or reduce their housing wealth 
by one unit at a time. Nevertheless, there are agent-based housing market models, 
in which complete real estates are exchanged. Axtell et al. (2014) model the housing 
market of Washington, D.C. on the basis of actually observed transactions, and 
their model also results in the cyclical change of housing prices. Baptista et al. 
(2016) also model the sale and purchase of complete homes instead of parts. They 
distinguish buy-to-let investment, and in their model the presence of investors 
results in the amplification of housing price cycles. Mérő and Vágó (2018) built 
a demand-led housing market model based on Hungarian data. In addition to 
generating housing price cycles they examined the effect of the macroprudential 
instruments that regulate the lending for housing. All the three models generate 
households and/or homes setting out from micro databases. Although the latter 
models use more realistic assumptions regarding the housing market, for the time 
being, real economy feedback is missing from them.

5. Credit cycles and countercyclical capital buffer

Dosi et al. (2015) present an agent-based model in which demand rests on 
Keynesian foundations, while technological development rests on Schumpeterian 
foundations, and in which they can analyse the effects of both fiscal and monetary 
policy decisions. Dosi et al. (2006) present the first model version in which the 
business cycles already evolve in an endogenous manner. This model was expanded 
in several steps (Dosi et al. 2008, 2010, 2013).1 Hosszú and Mérő (2017) took the 
version published in 2015 as a basis for elaborating a model in which they were able 
to generate longer lending cycles than business cycles, as is observed empirically 
as well (Drehmann et al. 2012). They simplified some of the assumptions of the 
model, but made lending more complex. Due to the detailed banking sector and 
the generation of credit cycles this version is presented below.

1  Regarding the further versions of the model, see e.g. Dosi et al. (2017a, 2017b).
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The model (similarly to the other models presented) contains one consumption 
good, which is produced by heterogeneous firms and can be sold at different prices. 
The consumption good is produced with the help of labour and physical capital. 
The capital is produced by heterogeneous capital-good firms using labour, and 
in the different periods they are able to produce capital of various productivity. 
Households offer their homogeneous workforce to consumption-good and capital-
good firms, and consume. Consumption-good firms may take short- and long-
term loans from commercial banks, although the latter are represented by one 
bank, considering that the model does not examine the vulnerability of individual 
banks or the competition among banks. In addition to market participants, the 
model contains three authorities: central bank, government and macroprudential 
authority. The central bank acts as lender of last resort, but keeps the base rate 
at an unchanged level. The government collects taxes and gives unemployment 
benefit to the unemployed households, and helps the commercial bank in the case 
of bankruptcy. The macroprudential authority determines the countercyclical capital 
buffer rate in all periods. Monetary policy and fiscal policy are exogenous, and the 
model puts the emphasis on the examination of the macroprudential policy, which 
can be examined due to the fact that the model generates credit cycles of adequate 
length (even as long as 20–25 years) (cf. Schüler et al. 2015).

As in the other two models presented, there is no cash in this model either; both 
firms and households keep their money in deposits at the commercial bank, 
while the account of the state is managed by the central bank. In the case of the 
state’s indebtedness, both the central bank and the commercial bank may hold 
government bonds.

Consumption-good firms produce using capital and labour. Each unit of capital 
allows the production of one unit of consumption good, i.e. the capital stock 
determines the capacity of the consumption-good firm. However, there may be 
differences in productivity across the individual capital goods, which shows how 
many units of labour are required for producing the consumption good using the 
given capital. A consumption-good firm always purchases capital from the same 
capital-good firm, but the company it is in contact with may offer capital goods of 
higher and higher productivity in the various periods.

Firms’ production decision depends on the demand in the previous periods. They 
quantify their expectation regarding the demand in the given period accordingly, 
and they try to produce enough to have some surplus above the expected demand 
(however, the unsold stocks cannot be taken over to the next period). If they cannot 
achieve the production level planned for the given period due to insufficiency of 
their capital stock, they have expansion investment demand. However, in addition 
to expansion investment demand, replacement investment is also possible for them, 
which means the replacement of the less efficient capital stock, and thus their unit 
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cost will decline. The size of the replacement investment is determined on the 
basis of a simple rule: they try to replace that part of their capital stock with capital 
available for them in the given period in the case of which the saving on the unit 
cost is recovered within a certain period of time.

Labour is homogeneous, and wage is determined at the macro level, so each firm 
pays the same amount of wage. Consumption-good firms have to pay the wage 
and the investment costs before they realise income from the production of the 
given period. Based on the planned production and investment, consumption-good 
firms quantify their expenses for the given period, and if they do not have sufficient 
deposits to cover these expenses, they apply for bank loan: they apply for short-
term working capital loan to cover labour costs and for long-term investment loans 
to cover investment.

Capital-good firms receive the price of the capital good together with the order, and 
thus they do not have any liquidity issues, and they do not borrow. The technology 
of all capital-good firms is hit by a small idiosyncratic positive shock, as a result of 
which the efficiency of the capital produced by them improves to different degrees. 
At the same time, with a certain probability, firms may copy the technology of 
another, randomly chosen company. In addition to the idiosyncratic shock, with 
a low probability, the economy may also be hit by a larger exogenous shock as well, 
which improves the technology of a randomly chosen firm. However, as a result of 
learning (copying), this technology slowly spreads in the economy.

There are four ways for households to gain income: their primary income is the 
wage, but they are also the owners of the firms and the commercial bank, and thus 
they may receive dividend income from the profits of the firms and the bank. If 
they are unemployed, they receive unemployment benefit from the state, and the 
bank credits them with interest on their savings (which mean their bank deposits). 
In each period, households spend a certain portion of their permanent income on 
consumption, and they determine their permanent income as the exponentially 
weighted average of the previous periods’ income (taking account of the sources 
of income listed above). Consumption expenditures are distributed among the 
individual firms according to their market shares. The market shares of firms depend 
on the relative price of the good produced by them as well as on the earlier market 
share. The former condition facilitates competition, while the latter one takes 
stickiness into the system.

Consumption-good firms compute the average labour cost they can produce the 
product at, and they add some markup, the degree of which may vary. If a company 
was able to significantly reduce the unit cost as a result of its replacement 
investment, it applies a higher markup, but in a way to keep the price of its product 
competitive. This higher markup declines during an autoregressive process. As 
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a result, the increase in productivity initially raises the profitability of the individual 
companies, before feeding through into real wages with the decline in the markup.

The lending activity of the commercial bank is regulated by the capital 
requirement, and the latter also contains the countercyclical capital buffer rate. 
The macroprudential authority determines the value of the countercyclical capital 
buffer rate (CCBt) for the given period in line with the Basel III requirements; namely, 
in the case of expansion, on the basis of the previous period’s credit gap (GAPt–1):

 CCBt =
0%,ifGAPt−1 ≤2%

2.5∗ GAPt−1 −2%( ) /8%,if 2%<GAPt−1 ≤10%
2,5%,if 10%<GAPt−1

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪
 (1)

The capital buffer is eased by the macroprudential authority if there is a decline 
of at least 5 percentage points in the credit-to-GDP ratio (compared to the trend 
of the GDP).

The commercial bank ranks the firms on the basis of the return on sales, and 
satisfies the loan applications on the basis of this ranking, as long as its equity 
allows it. However, first it disburses working capital loans, and switches over to the 
disbursement of investment loans when it has satisfied demand for working capital 
loans at all of the companies. As a result, if the credit supply is tight, the volume of 
investment loans declines first, leading to higher volatility in investment. At the end 
of each period, firms repay the working capital loan with interest on it, but in the 
case of investment loans they only pay off a certain percentage of the outstanding 
debt. If, however, a company’s loans outstanding exceed a given percentage of 
its production costs, or if the growth rate of the loans outstanding is too high, it 
prepays a certain amount depending on its liquidity.

In the model, each period corresponds to a quarter. For transparency, in the case 
of this model as well we disclose the sequence of events in the individual periods, 
also highlighting some further details of the model:2

1.  Nominal wages are defined for the given period. The macroprudential authority 
determines the level of the countercyclical capital buffer.

2.  Consumption-good firms set their prices.

3.  The technology of capital-good firms sustains an idiosyncratic shock; the capital-
good firms determine the price of the capital produced by them and send out 
the price and the technological characteristics of their capital goods to the 
consumption-good firms in contact with them.

2  The list was taken from the original article word for word.
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4.  The bank determines the volume of loans that can be still disbursed and ranks 
the firms based on their creditworthiness (profitability).

5.  Consumption-good firms define how much to produce during a given period 
and how much to invest for the purposes of capacity increase and replacement 
(productivity increase). Depending on corporate deposits and the amount 
of money necessary for production and investment, firms submit their loan 
applications to the bank.

6.  The bank grants loans to the firms in consideration of its credit constraints. Loans 
are granted on the basis of the pre-defined corporate ranking: firstly, the bank 
disburses working capital loans required for production during the given period. 
This is followed by investment loans also based on the firms’ ranking.

7.  Production: if consumption-good firms received only a portion of the loan amount 
for which they applied, they first try to achieve the targeted production level 
and intend to use only the remaining liquid resources for investment, conveying 
their investment intention to the capital-good firms they are in contact with. 
Both capital-good firms and consumption-good firms hire the required number 
of employees and pay wages, while the goods produced are placed in inventory. 
After production, a part of the consumption-good firms’ capital depreciates. The 
state pays unemployment benefits to the unemployed.

8.  Consumption: the market share of consumption-good firms evolves, while 
households determine their consumption expenditure. Households distribute 
their consumption expenditures among the various firms based on their 
market share, but in the event of excess demand, they may even purchase from 
corporations with excess, ignoring the market share. Firms purchase capital 
goods, install them and replace the necessary quantity.

9.  End-of-period cash flows:

a.  the firms pay tax to the state; interest payments in a determined order: the 
firms pay interest on their loans outstanding at the end of the previous period 
and on their working capital loans in the given period; the bank receives interest 
on the government securities it held at the end of the previous period; the 
bank pays interest on the closing deposit stock of the previous period and on 
its central bank loan outstanding (if there was any) at the end of the previous 
period.

b.  the firms try to repay the working capital loans, and finally they also repay 
a specific portion of their closing stock of investment loans for the previous 
period;
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c.  the government bails out the bank if the bank’s own funds are insufficient and 
it fails to comply with regulatory requirements;

d.  the firms pay dividends to the households;

e.  the bank pays taxes to the government and then pays dividends to the 
households;

f.  at the end of the period, we record the debt owed by the various agents and 
their interest payment obligations for the next period based on the prevailing 
interest rates.

In the model, the economic cycles evolve as a result of low-probability but significant 
exogenous technical shocks, leading to an increase in the GDP growth rate in the 
medium term. Productivity growth starts from one firm, but as a result of copying 
the technology it spreads in the economy, and accordingly an increasing number of 
firms replace some of their respective capital stocks with more efficient capital. The 
persistence of productivity growth is a result of the spread of the technology. The 
increased investment demand reduces unemployment and adds to consumption, 
as a result of which firms carry out not only replacement investment but capacity 
increasing investment as well, amplifying GDP growth. With a decline in investment, 
the GDP growth rate also starts to decrease.

During economic expansion, firms have to borrow more for the higher investment. 
Consequently, long-term loans outstanding increase. However, when GDP growth 
declines, loans outstanding start to decrease only slowly, and thus in the case of the 
next economic cycle the firms increase their investment against the background of 
higher indebtedness, resulting in a further rise in loans outstanding. Accordingly, 
credit cycles may be longer than economic cycles. During the next upswing, 
the higher level of loans outstanding imposes a greater repayment burden on 
companies. However, not every company can afford to offset the repayment burden 
with the same ease. Loan repayment is typically less difficult for those companies 
that start replacement investment at the beginning of business cycles (innovators). 
Their production costs are lower than those of other companies, and therefore their 
profitability increases, allowing them to offset the repayment burdens. As a result 
of lower production costs, the innovators’ market share grows, as they reduce 
their markup. By contrast, with their replacement investment the companies that 
invest later (followers) can only avoid a decline in their market share. As they will 
not be more efficient than the innovators, their profitability will be lower than that 
of the innovators. Accordingly, it is more difficult for them to offset the repayment 
burden, and they repay their long-term loans more slowly. The companies that 
have weaker technologies and those followers that were more indebted from the 
outset may go bankrupt after some time, especially when GDP growth starts to 
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decelerate. As a result, the equity of the commercial bank declines, leading to 
a fall in credit supply, and thus fewer companies will have access to investment 
loans, which reduces aggregate demand, resulting in the bankruptcy of even more 
companies. The model includes a closed economy, and thus the credit constraint 
may result in an even larger decline in GDP: while in an open economy some of the 
credit constraint reduces import demand, in a closed economy the credit constraint 
is entirely reflected in a decrease in domestic aggregate demand.

In the model, two things may attenuate the recession. Firstly, the government 
may bail out the commercial bank when its equity is insufficient, and thus the 
decline in credit supply will be lower. Secondly, the countercyclical capital buffer 
may also contribute to a lower decline in credit supply during recession, as the 
released capital buffer allows for the extension of new loans. During the model 
simulations, the countercyclical capital buffer results in slightly lower average GDP 
growth: firstly, the capital adequacy ratio may bind the lending activity earlier, 
and secondly, due to the higher capital requirement the bank pays less dividend, 
which reduces aggregate demand through the lower consumption of households. 
Nevertheless, when the countercyclical capital buffer is applied, recessions are 
also smaller, i.e. the macroprudential instrument under review not only increases 
the stability of the banking sector, but also reduces the cyclical fluctuations in GDP.

6. Comments on the models in the light of experiences

There may be many kinds of agent-based models, although some common features 
– such as deposit creation by lending and stock-flow consistency – are starting 
to become standard practices. However, each model has its own world, which 
is difficult to comprehend at first sight. When setting up DSGE models, in many 
cases the only question is what equation the authors use to depict the problem 
under review, while the framework of thinking is practically uniform, and thus the 
models are easier to understand. Very often the reader can automatically recognise 
the mechanisms when seeing the structure of the model. However, in the case of 
agent-based models the mechanisms of the model should be described in a rather 
detailed manner for complete and sure understanding. It is not enough to just 
describe the rules, because the readers do not necessarily have sufficient experience 
to see the set of rules as a coherent entirety. Delli Gatti et al. (2011) published 
a book about their model, which allowed them to describe the model in detail, with 
many references to the mechanisms. Nevertheless, in the case of publications in 
journals it may require troublesome work from the reader to precisely understand 
the working of the model.

A great advantage of agent-based models is that upon creating the decision-making 
rules applied they can relatively easily include empirical observations, although 
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care needs to be taken as the many applied rules should also remain manageable 
at the level of the model as a whole. As it is not necessary to keep the model as 
a whole analytically manageable, the creators of agent-based models are strongly 
tempted to simultaneously include all kinds of rules that seem to be close to reality 
in the model. Consequently, the model may become incomprehensible very quickly: 
although the creator of the model may have an idea about the basic expected 
results of each rule, the interactions of individual rules need to be understood in 
detail. In relation to the expansions of the EURACE model it often happens that 
so many assumptions are included in it at once that the economy is able to show 
major fluctuations even in a short time. Although the results do not have to be 
deduced, with the help of some examples it is necessary to think over in the case of 
each rule what dynamics it may take into the system and why. If we understand the 
processes, it may also help in the adequate amendment to and complementing of 
the rules as well. Delli Gatti et al. (2011) and Dosi et al. (2015), on the other hand, 
use fewer assumptions than the EURACE model, and basically also give more likely 
results in the case of the variables under review.

In agent-based models, smoothing is important when creating the rules (for 
example, one company should not want to completely satisfy a surge in demand). 
If no smoothing is applied, some developments may result in bigger and bigger 
fluctuations. At the same time, care must also be taken to include automatic 
stabilisers to a certain extent in the model, which are somehow able to prevent the 
economy from reaching very extreme values. While rational expectations in DSGE 
models do not allow the model to become extreme, in the case of agent-based 
models it is easy to create a model in a way that over time the economy either 
explodes or disappears. For example, in the model of Hosszú and Mérő (2017), in 
the case of an inappropriately chosen unemployment benefit any extreme could 
occur if the indebtedness of the government is not prevented. If the unemployment 
benefit is too high, aggregate demand may be too high, whereas in the case of 
too low unemployment benefit aggregate demand may even gradually fade away. 
Against the background of lower unemployment benefits, this latter mechanism 
may occur even more often in the model of Dosi et al. (2015): the consumers do 
not receive dividends, but as a result, their earned income becomes lower on the 
whole than the total value of the products sold with a markup on the wage cost, 
and consequently without having any other source of income the consumers would 
only be able to consume less and less.

As far as the stylised facts reproduced by agent-based models are concerned, the 
models highlight those results that exist at least in a qualitative manner, but of 
course it is not mentioned in how many things the results should be closer to reality. 
Assenza et al. (2015), for example, indicate to what extent the standard deviations 
and autocorrelations of the various macro variables as well as the correlations 
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between the lags in GDP and the other macro variables are similar to the empirical 
values, but the endogenous recession that evolved in the model is too protracted.

Agent-based models often refer to the fact that the cycles evolve in them in an 
endogenous manner. There are 100 companies in the model of Delli Gatti et al. 
(2011), and they point out that the endogenous cycle may be caused by idiosyncratic 
shocks to companies, as opposed to the exogenous productivity shock of DSGE 
models. At the same time, the size of companies shows a left-skewed distribution, 
and some relatively large corporations evolve (in an endogenous manner). If, 
however, the idiosyncratic shock affects one of the large corporations that accounts 
for a significant portion of the production, this shock is not necessarily far from 
an exogenous aggregate shock. Nevertheless, for the development of a recession, 
vulnerabilities continue to build up in an endogenous manner.

The development of agent-based models poses a major challenge to developers: 
instead of analytical deductions, it is necessary to analyse the direct effect and 
interactions of numerous rules, and calibration also often requires hard work. The 
values of the parameters included in the individual rules have to be fine-tuned, 
otherwise one easily receives dynamics that are far from reality.

Agent-based models may require lots of calculations. In the case of Assenza et al. 
(2015) as well as Hosszú and Mérő (2017) there are still relatively few actors: to 
compute the decisions of a couple hundred agents at the complexity level applied 
does not require much calculation. However, when the order of magnitude of the 
number of agents changes considerably (which was set as a target by the EURACE), 
running a model may take a long time. This may result in problems during both 
development and calibration. The codes need to be run very many times during 
development to understand the processes, to try out the many rules and for 
troubleshooting as well. During calibration, a lot of running is also necessary in 
order to find the right parameters. And for an appropriate modelling of the banking 
sector, the number of agents needs to be increased: for example, in each period, 
adequate observation regarding the companies that went bankrupt is needed, as 
if only some companies may go bankrupt on average during a period, loan losses 
may show too high volatility. If one would like to expand the macro model with 
a housing market as well, many households also need to be included in order to 
have a sufficient number of transactions in every period.

7. Summary

As a result of the crisis, more and more economists started to develop agent-based 
models, instead of mainstream models. At present, in these models it is easier to 
simultaneously include frictions concerning the real economy, the housing market 
and lending. Agent-based models increasingly attempt to include the results of 
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behavioural economics in the assumptions applied, in order to make the modelling 
as realistic as possible. The banking sector is also depicted in a way that deposits 
are created by lending. Upon examining the risks inherent in lending, one important 
aspect is to take into account the heterogeneity of debtors, and if heterogeneity 
is included in the model on the basis of micro databases, real losses can also be 
quantified in a better founded manner. As a result of these properties, more and 
more agent-based macro models are being developed, complemented with an 
increasingly sophisticated financial intermediary system and/or housing market. For 
the time being, many models reflect some qualitative features, but other models 
managed to be calibrated for several quantitative correlations as well. Over time 
these models may become suitable for providing well-founded simulations for 
regulatory decisions.
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